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shimmering 
fairy wings

you will need: 

Wire cutters

Tape measure

16-gauge general purpose 
wire (sold in most 
hardware stores)

Duct tape

Sheer white tights

Hot glue gun

Wide white sewing elastic

Two 4-inch squares of  
white felt

Faux white fur, white craft 
feathers, and/or white 
curly ribbon

Glitter glue

Small paintbrush

You can’t be a fairy without a proper set of wings. And, just like 
snowflakes, no two sets are exactly alike. Each is as unique as the 
fairy who wears them. If you happen to know an aspiring fairy 
who is ready for her first wings, you can easily conjure up a set 
from a pair of sheer white tights and a few other basic materials.

1. Cut two 29-inch lengths of wire to use for the top set of 
wings and two 26-inch lengths for the bottom set.

2. Form a circle with each wire length, overlapping the 
ends by an inch and taping them firmly together. Make 
sure the edges of the tape are well pressed down so there 
are no rough edges for the wing material to catch on.

3. Stretch one of the legs of the tights over one of the larger 
circles so that the top of the wing fits snuggly into the 
toe. (The wire circle will naturally narrow in the process 
due to the tension exerted by the stretchy material.) 
Gather the tight at the bottom of the wing, pulling it 
taut. Then cut the material 2 or 3 inches from where 
you are holding it and tightly knot it. Use the other leg 
of the tight to cover the second larger circle in the same 
manner. Cut the remaining leg portions from the tights 
(they should resemble short tubes) and use them to 
cover the smaller wire circles as you did the larger ones. 

Note: Because there’s no toe in these sections, first you’ll 
need to turn each tube inside out, tightly knot the top, 
and then turn the tube right side out again.

4. Next, cut a pair of 18-inch lengths from the sewing 
elastic to use for shoulder straps. Glue the ends of each 
strap to the sides of one of the felt squares, as shown.

5. Glue the bases of a top and bottom wing securely to one 
side of the felt square (make sure you don’t mistakenly 
glue down the elastic strap in the process). Glue the 
remaining two wings to the opposite side.

6. For the finishing touch, glue the second felt square on 
top of the wing bases and decorate it with faux fur, craft 
feathers, and/or ribbon.

directions: Ask an adult to help you with this activity
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